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Linear

EyeLine

Suspended & wall

Attention: Install in accordance with national 
and local building and electrical codes.!

Row configurations
Standalone or continuous run configurations

7 19/32” 
192mm

7 19/32” 
192mm

32 29/32”    836mm

48”    1220mm

7 19/32” 
192mm

40 7/16”    1028mm

96”    2440mm

48”    1220mm

Module lengths

EyeLine suspended & wall is available in 4' lengths in standalone, end-run and mid-run configurations. 
Dimensions and mount points are shown below.

Suspended 
Standalone

Suspended 
Mid-run

Suspended 
End-run

Wall
Standalone, end-run and mid-run
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EyeLine
Suspended & wall

Mount spacing

Row configurations

EyeLine suspended mounting options are available for on-grid, off-grid, drywall ceilings, and non-accessible (open structure) ceilings. See the 
EyeLine suspended & wall spec sheets for more information. For EyeLine wall, a 4ft mounting rail is provided for each 4ft luminaire. The rail is 
designed with a 2.5" break off on each end to achieve a clean installation at the end of a row, and to make the installation of rows easier when 
multiple rails are required. Each rail includes multiple fastening locations to secure the rail to the wall structure.
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-  Power cord mount & driver pod 

-  Non-power mount

Driver pods & power cords – suspended

Power cords are installed in EyeLine suspended luminaires by the factory and cannot be adjusted on-site. Power cords in EyeLine suspended use 
22/4 AWG low voltage (LVT) power cords that run from the luminaire modules to the Driver Pods installed in the ceiling. Power cord placement and 
the number of power cords is determined by the electrical requirements of a continuous run. In suspended versions, power cords are always placed 
on the left-end. The final power cord required in a run will be placed on the right-end module (for any runs needing more than one power feed).

Example A: 
12ft run with 
one power 
cord

Example B: 
16ft run with 
two power 
cords

Example C: 
24ft run with 
three power 
cords

Example power cord:

22/4 AWG low voltage (LVT) 
power. Factory installed in 
suspended versions.

Overall length of module. 

Endcaps are not required 

for this product.
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EyeLine
Suspended & wall
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Row configurations

Emergency circuit (EM) or  
battery pack (BP) option

EyeLine is available with optional 
emergency circuit or battery pack 
options for an additional charge. A 
further additional charge may be 
required to incorporate addtional 
driver pods based on the placement 
of the EM/BP. In accordance with 
local and national building codes, the 
EM/BP driver pod must be separate 
from the rest of the main non-EM/BP 
circuit. EM/BP sections can be longer 
than 4ft upon request, as long as they 
are still kept seperate from non-EM/
BP circuits.

* Battery pack options are not available 
with drywall mounted driver pods.

* Power locations shown here for 
suspended versions, wall version 
locations move into the first joint, typical 
of the rows shown in "Driver pods & power 
cords - wall" shown above.
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Power mount &
driver pod, normal

Power mount &
driver pod, EM

Non-power mount

Example A: 
4ft one EM/BP

Example B: 
8ft one EM/BP

Example C: 
28ft no EM/BP

Example D: 
28ft one EM/BP 
section

Example E: 
28ft one EM/BP 
section

Example F: 
28ft two EM/BP 
sections
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-  Power feed location 
    (supplied by others)

Driver pods & power cords – wall

Power feed locations are provided in EyeLine wall luminaires by the factory and cannot be adjusted on-site. Power connections in EyeLine wall 
use 22/4 AWG low voltage (LVT) power cords (supplied by others) that run from the luminaire modules to the driver pods installed in the ceiling. 
Power feed placement and the number of power feeds is determined by the electrical requirements of a continuous run. In wall versions, power 
connections are always placed at the first joint. The final power connection required in a run will be placed on at the last joint (for any runs 
requiring more than one power feed).

Example A: 
12ft run with 
one power 
cord

Example B: 
16ft run with 
two power 
cords

Example C: 
24ft run with 
three power 
cords

Example power cord:

22/4 AWG low voltage (LVT) 
power. Supplied by others in 
wall versions.


